Verification of the IEEE 1588 Interface
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This application note describes a procedure that is intended to allow users to validate the implementation of 1588-specific hardware in their system. Suitable as either a hardware unit test or as a diagnostic tool, this procedure provides verification of the 1588-specific hardware in a simple system environment.

This document applies to the following chips:

- MPC8306
- MPC8308
- MPC8309
- MPC8377E
- MPC8378E
- MPC8379E
- MPC8535E
- MPC8536E
- MPC8572E
- QorIQ family of chips
1  IEEE 1588 overview

IEEE 1588 is the standard for a precision clock synchronization protocol used for networked measurement and control systems.

The standard defines a Precision Time Protocol (PTP) designed to synchronize real-time clocks in a distributed system. PTP is intended for local area networks using multicast communications, including Ethernet. With easy configuration and fast convergence between components, PTP has the targeted accuracy of microseconds (software implementation) and sub-microseconds (hardware implementation).

As an extension, Freescale defines a hardware interface, designed to synchronize external events in a distributed system, based on the IEEE 1588 precision clock.

2  Freescale support of IEEE 1588

Most of the newer chips in the QorIQ and PowerQUICC families provide, when Ethernet is supported, IEEE 1588 hardware assist.

The hardware assist means the time-stamping is done automatically by hardware, either as soon as the incoming IEEE 1588 packets reach hardware, or just before the outgoing IEEE 1588 packets leave hardware. This improves the accuracy and reduces software complexity.

To accurately interact with external events, most Freescale products that support IEEE 1588 also provide an IEEE 1588 interface.

An IEEE 1588 interface is usually comprised of the following pins:

- 1588_CLK_IN
- 1588_CLK_OUT
- 1588_TRIG_IN1
- 1588_TRIG_IN2
- 1588_ALARM_OUT1
- 1588_ALARM_OUT2
- 1588_PULSE_OUT1
- 1588_PULSE_OUT2

**NOTE**

Some products may have only a subset of the pins.

3  Routing IEEE 1588 signals to a connector

Because the IEEE 1588 interface is designed to interact with the external world, the interface is usually not terminated on the board but routed to a connector on the board. As a result, these signals can be connected to any external signals when needed.

The following figure shows how each IEEE 1588 signal is routed to a connector.
NOTE

Often this interface must be validated before full system implementation is available or fully defined.

4 Required hardware setup for verification

To simplify the procedure involved in verifying the interface, the 1588-specific hardware signals are configured such that output signals are driven in a defined, programmed manner, based on the input signals. The test is implemented by running the supplied code then applying the proper signals to the three input pins and measuring the signals at the five output pins.

The verification may be simplified by using the outputs of 1588_PULSE_OUT1 and 1588_PULSE_OUT2 to drive 1588_TRIG_IN1 and 1588_TRIG_IN2. In this case, only one input and three outputs need to be measured.

The following figure illustrates the hardware setup required to verify the IEEE 1588 interface.

NOTE

The example input clock frequency is 66.66 MHz. The expected results are 33.33 MHz, 66.66 Hz, and 133.33 Hz.
The signals verified, frequencies used, and relationships between the inputs and outputs are used, as an example, to validate all the 1588-specific signals in a typical use case. With minor changes, and while the input/output signal frequencies that are provided and measured are within product specifications, the supplied code can support fewer signals at different frequencies and input/output relationships, as required by the specific design.

5 Required software setup for verification

According to the hardware setup, software must configure the 1588 module as follows:

1. Select the external clock as the clock source.
2. Select bypass mode.
3. Establish the proper divider factor (divided by 2) for the clock output.
4. Set the counting-down counter (1000000) and enable PULSE_OUT1.
5. Set the counting-down counter (500000) and enable PULSE_OUT2.
6. Enable the 1588 module.
7. Start an endless loop, which initiates the following actions:
   — Monitor and detect triggers on TRIG_IN1.
   — Calculate the period (average time between triggers) for TRIG_IN1.
   — Start an alarm on ALARM_OUT1 using the period of TRIG_IN1.
   — Monitor the alarm on ALARM_OUT1 and start a new alarm if it expires.
   — Monitor and detect triggers on TRIG_IN2.
   — Calculate the period (average time between triggers) for TRIG_IN2.
   — Start an alarm on ALARM_OUT2 using the period of TRIG_IN2.
   — Monitor the alarm on ALARM_OUT2 and start a new alarm if it expires.

6 Results of test verification

The following figures illustrate the test results for the TSEC_1588_CLK_IN and TSEC_1588_CLK_OUT pins, the TSEC_1588_ALARM_OUT1 pin, and the TSEC_1588_ALARM_OUT2 pin.
Figure 3 provides an illustration of the test result for the TSEC_1588_CLK_IN and TSEC_1588_CLK_OUT pins.

NOTE
The top waveform is the 66.66 MHz input to TSEC_1588_CLK_IN; the bottom waveform is the 33.33 MHz output from TSEC_1588_CLK_OUT.
Figure 4 provides an illustration of the test result for the TSEC_1588_ALARM_OUT1 pin (waveform measured at the TSEC_1588_ALARM_OUT1 pin).

**NOTE**
The 66.66 Hz pulse output is from 1588_ALARM_OUT1, which was captured on the scope using infinite trigger.

![Figure 4. Test result for TSEC_1588_ALARM_OUT1](image-url)
Figure 5 provides an illustration of the test result for the TSEC_1588_ALARM_OUT2 pin (waveform measured at the TSEC_1588_ALARM_OUT2 pin).

NOTE
The 133.33 Hz pulse output is from 1588_ALARM_OUT2, which was captured on the scope using infinite trigger.

7 Software source code listing

The following is the source code listing. Although prepared for P1023RDB, this code also works with other Freescale products and boards with minor changes.

/**********************************************************
The following example code is intended to facilitate the testing of the 1588 interface:

1. BASE1588 shall be modified if the CCSRBAR is moved from the default

2. Before starting this testing program,
   a) A proper clock (25MHz to 200MHz) shall be applied to TSEC_1588_CLK_IN
   b) TSEC_1588_ALARM_OUT1 shall be tied to TSEC_1588_TRIG_IN1
   c) TSEC_1588_ALARM_OUT2 shall be tied to TSEC_1588_TRIG_IN2

3. After this testing program is started, please measure the following signals using a scope (assume the TSEC_1588_CLK_IN is 66.66MHz for example)
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a) TSEC_1588_CLK_OUT should be TSEC_1588_CLK_IN/2 (33.33MHz)
b) TSEC_1588_ALARM_OUT1 should be TSEC_1588_CLK_IN/1000000 (66.66Hz pulses)
c) TSEC_1588_ALARM_OUT2 should be TSEC_1588_CLK_IN/500000 (133.33Hz pulses)

4. If the measured outputs are as expected, then the test passed

5. This program will loop for ever

**************************************************************************/
#define BASE1588 0xFF7FE000

#define UINT32 unsigned int
#define UINT64 unsigned long long int

#define TMR_CTRL (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0x80))
#define TMR_TEVENT (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0x84))
#define TMR_TEMASK (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0x88))
#define TMR_CNT_H (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0x98))
#define TMR_CNT_L (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0x9C))
#define TMR_ADD (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0xA0))
#define TMR_ACC (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0xA4))
#define TMR_PRSC (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0xA8))
#define TMROFF_H (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0xB0))
#define TMROFF_L (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0xB4))
#define TMR_ALARM1_H (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0xB8))
#define TMR_ALARM1_L (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0xBC))
#define TMR_ALARM2_H (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0xC0))
#define TMR_ALARM2_L (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0xC4))
#define TMR_FIPER1 (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0xD0))
#define TMR_FIPER2 (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0xD4))
#define TMR_ETTS1_H (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0xE0))
#define TMR_ETTS1_L (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0xE4))
#define TMR_ETTS2_H (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0xE8))
#define TMR_ETTS2_L (*((UINT32 *)(BASE1588 + 0xEC))

int main()
{
    UINT32 reg_tmp, reg_tmp_h;
UINT32 trigger1_started = 0;
UINT64 trigger1_prev_time;
UINT64 trigger1_next_time;
UINT64 trigger1_period;
UINT32 trigger2_started = 0;
UINT64 trigger2_prev_time;
UINT64 trigger2_next_time;
UINT64 trigger2_period;
UINT32 trigger2_started = 0;
UINT64 trigger2_prev_time;
UINT64 trigger2_next_time;
UINT64 trigger2_period;
UINT32 trigger1_output = 0;
UINT64 trigger1_alarm;
UINT32 trigger2_output = 0;
UINT64 trigger2_alarm;

TMR_CTRL = 0x00010008; //external and bypass
tmroff_l = 1; //just ticks
TMR_OFF_H = 0;
TMR_CNT_L = 0;
TMR_CNT_H = 0; //start with 0 tick
TMR_PRSC = 2; //divide by 2
TMR_FIPER1 = 1000000; //1xHz
TMR_FIPER2 = 500000; //2xHz
TMR_TEVENT = 0xFFFFFFFF; //clear events
TMR_CTRL = 0x0001000C; //enable

while(1)
{
    //trigger1
    if(trigger1_started)
    {
        reg_tmp = TMR_TEVENT & 0x01000000; //trigger1 event
        if(reg_tmp)
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{
    TMR_TEVENT = 0x01000000;//clear the event
    reg_tmp = TMR_ETTS1_H;
    trigger1_next_time = (UINT64)reg_tmp;
    trigger1_next_time = trigger1_next_time << 32;
    reg_tmp = TMR_ETTS1_L;
    trigger1_next_time = trigger1_next_time + (UINT64)reg_tmp;
    trigger1_period = trigger1_next_time - trigger1_prev_time;
    trigger1_prev_time = trigger1_next_time;
}

else
{
    reg_tmp = TMR_TEVENT & 0x01000000;//trigger1 event
    if(reg_tmp)
    {
        TMR_TEVENT = 0x01000000;//clear the event
        reg_tmp = TMR_ETTS1_H;
        trigger1_prev_time = (UINT64)reg_tmp;
        trigger1_prev_time = trigger1_prev_time << 32;
        reg_tmp = TMR_ETTS1_L;
        trigger1_prev_time = trigger1_prev_time + (UINT64)reg_tmp;
        trigger1_period = 0x4FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF;
        trigger1_started = 1;//new trigger
    }
}

//output1
if(trigger1_output)
{
    reg_tmp = TMR_TEVENT & 0x00010000;//output1 event
    if(reg_tmp)
    {
        TMR_TEVENT = 0x00010000;//clear the event
        trigger1_output = 0;//output done
    }
}
else
{
    if(trigger1_started && (trigger1_period != 0x4FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF))
    {
        reg_tmp = TMR_CNT_L;
        reg_tmp_h = TMR_CNT_H;
        trigger1_next_time = (UINT64)reg_tmp_h;
        trigger1_next_time = trigger1_next_time << 32;
        trigger1_next_time = trigger1_next_time + (UINT64)reg_tmp;
        trigger1_alarm = trigger1_next_time + trigger1_period;
        reg_tmp = (UINT32)trigger1_alarm;
        TMR_ALARM1_L = reg_tmp;
        reg_tmp = (UINT32)(trigger1_alarm >> 32);
        TMR_ALARM1_H = reg_tmp;
        trigger1_output = 1; // turn on output
    }
}

// trigger2
if(trigger2_started)
{
    reg_tmp = TMR_TEVENT & 0x02000000; // trigger2 event
    if(reg_tmp)
    {
        TMR_TEVENT = 0x02000000; // clear the event
        reg_tmp = TMR_ETTS2_H;
        trigger2_next_time = (UINT64)reg_tmp;
        trigger2_next_time = trigger2_next_time << 32;
        reg_tmp = TMR_ETTS2_L;
        trigger2_next_time = trigger2_next_time + (UINT64)reg_tmp;
        trigger2_period = trigger2_next_time - trigger2_prev_time;
        trigger2_prev_time = trigger2_next_time;
    }
}
else
{
    reg_tmp = TMR_TEVENT & 0x02000000;//trigger2 event
    if(reg_tmp)
    {
        TMR_TEVENT = 0x02000000;//clear the event
        reg_tmp = TMR_ETTS2_H;
        trigger2_prev_time = (UINT64)reg_tmp;
        trigger2_prev_time = trigger2_prev_time << 32;
        reg_tmp = TMR_ETTS2_L;
        trigger2_prev_time = trigger2_prev_time + (UINT64)reg_tmp;
        trigger2_period = 0x4FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF;
        trigger2_started = 1;//new trigger
    }
}

//output2
if(trigger2_output)
{
    reg_tmp = TMR_TEVENT & 0x00020000;//output2 event
    if(reg_tmp)
    {
        TMR_TEVENT = 0x00020000;//clear the event
        trigger2_output = 0;//output done
    }
}
else
{
    if(trigger2_started && (trigger2_period != 0x4FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF))
    {
        reg_tmp = TMR_CNT_L;
        reg_tmp_h = TMR_CNT_H;
        trigger2_next_time = (UINT64)reg_tmp_h;
        trigger2_next_time = trigger2_next_time << 32;
        trigger2_next_time = trigger2_next_time + (UINT64)reg_tmp;
    }
trigger2_alarm = trigger2_next_time + trigger2_period;

reg_tmp = (UINT32)trigger2_alarm;
TMR_ALARM2_L = reg_tmp;

reg_tmp = (UINT32)(trigger2_alarm >> 32);
TMR_ALARM2_H = reg_tmp;

trigger2_output = 1;//turn on output
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